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Galvis D, Wu W, Hyson RL, Johnson F, Bertram R. Interhemispheric dominance switching in a neural network model for birdsong.
J Neurophysiol 120: 1186 –1197, 2018. First published June 20, 2018;
doi:10.1152/jn.00153.2018.—Male zebra finches produce a sequenceinvariant set of syllables, separated by short inspiratory gaps. These
songs are learned from an adult tutor and maintained throughout life,
making them a tractable model system for learned, sequentially
ordered behaviors, particularly speech production. Moreover, much is
known about the cortical, thalamic, and brain stem areas involved in
producing this behavior, with the premotor cortical nucleus HVC
(proper name) being of primary importance. In a previous study, our
group developed a behavioral neural network model for birdsong
constrained by the structural connectivity of the song system, the
signaling properties of individual neurons and circuits, and circuitbreaking behavioral studies. Here we describe a more computationally
tractable model and use it to explain the behavioral effects of unilateral cooling and electrical stimulations of HVC on song production.
The model demonstrates that interhemispheric switching of song
control is sufficient to explain these results, consistent with the
hypotheses proposed when the experiments were initially conducted.
Finally, we use the model to make testable predictions that can be
used to validate the model framework and explain the effects of other
perturbations of the song system, such as unilateral ablations of the
primary input and output nuclei of HVC.
NEW & NOTEWORTHY In this report, we propose a two-hemisphere neural network model for the bilaterally symmetrical song
system underlying birdsong in the male zebra finch. This model
captures the behavioral effects of unilateral cooling and electrical
stimulations of the premotor cortical nucleus HVC during song
production, supporting the hypothesis of interhemispheric switching
of song control. We use the model to make testable predictions
regarding the behavioral effects of other unilateral perturbations to the
song system.
birdsong; computational model; neural network; zebra finch

INTRODUCTION

Complex sequential behaviors such as speech and the production of music rely on carefully timed movements produced
by hierarchically organized neural networks. An example of
such a behavior is birdsong, which consists of an ordered
sequence of vocalizations called syllables separated by silent
Address for reprint requests and other correspondence: R. Bertram, Dept.
of Mathematics, Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, FL 32306 (e-mail:
bertram@math.fsu.edu).
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gaps. Male zebra finch song is often studied because, unlike
many other songbirds, the bird learns a single set of syllables
in a specific order, called a motif, and maintains that song
throughout its life. The premotor cortical nucleus HVC (proper
name) is a key element of the neural song system and is
necessary for adult song production (Nottebohm et al. 1976;
Simpson and Vicario 1990). HVC coordinates song production
via an efferent pathway to the cortical motor nucleus robust
nucleus of the arcopallium (RA), which directly controls the
respiratory and vocal musculature (see Fig. 1). The role of
HVC in syllable timing was established by experiments in
which HVC was bilaterally cooled, resulting in a nearly uniform stretch of the song (Long and Fee 2008). More recent
experiments showed that syllables stretch more than gaps when
HVC is cooled (Fig. 2 in Andalman et al. 2011), which may
reflect the participation of brain nuclei other than HVC.
In a recent publication (Galvis et al. 2017), we proposed a
model for the neural coding of birdsong in the male zebra
finch. Key elements of this model are a distributed network
with roles for nuclei in addition to HVC in song production, as
in Gibb et al. (2009b), chainlike timing structures within HVC
that code for both syllables and the gaps between syllables, and
differential roles for the medial and lateral portions of HVC.
As expected from any model of the song system, this model
accounts for motif production utilizing sparse coding within
HVC (Hahnloser et al. 2002). It also accounts for the data on
bilateral HVC cooling and data from our laboratory showing
that bilateral ablation of lateral HVC results in dropped syllables whereas bilateral ablation of medial HVC results in
atypical syllable transitions (Basista et al. 2014). That model
does not, however, account for the apparent distribution of
song coding between left and right HVC. That is, motor
dominance appears to switch back and forth between the two
hemispheres during song production. One piece of evidence for
this is the finding that unilateral cooling led to stretching of
some portions of the song but not others and the portions
stretched by cooling the right hemisphere were anticorrelated
with portions stretched by cooling the left hemisphere (Long
and Fee 2008). Another study showed that unilateral stimulation of HVC led to song perturbations such as syllable distortions, syllable truncations, song stops, and song restarts (Wang
et al. 2008). These stimulations were only effective during
some portions of the song, and portions where left stimulation
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synchronizing center that we utilize in our model to coordinate
activity in the two hemispheres.
Although feedforward, or “synfire,” chains of coupled HVC
projection neurons are elements common to models of the
zebra finch song system (Andalman et al. 2011; Galvis et al.
2017; Gibb et al. 2009a, 2009b; Long et al. 2010; Long and Fee
2008; Weber and Hahnloser 2007) and multiple experiments
have been conducted to support such a model (Benezra et al.
2018; Long et al. 2010; Lynch et al. 2016; Picardo et al. 2016),
it has never been clear whether these synfire chains should
code for the entire motif, the individual syllables and gaps that
make up the motif, or just segments of the syllables and gaps.
The data on unilateral electrical stimulation of HVC suggest
that syllables are composed of segments, each of which is
coded separately (Wang et al. 2008). Also, representing HVC
timing as a chain with many small segments results in a good
fit to spike correlation data (Weber and Hahnloser 2007). In
our model, we hypothesize that synfire chains code for syllable
segments and separate chains code for intersyllable gaps. This
provides the flexibility needed to account for the electrical
stimulation data as well as the data on unilateral HVC cooling.
Finally, we describe several stimulation and cooling experimental manipulations that could be performed to test and refine
the model.
METHODS AND NETWORK MODEL

Fig. 1. Zebra finch song system showing descending, ascending, and reciprocal
connectivity. Connections that are explicitly used by our model are shown in
bold. Ipsilateral connections are shown as solid lines, while contralateral
connections are shown with dashed lines. The respiratory nuclei in the brain
stem, dorsomedial nucleus of the intercollicular complex (DM), nucleus
retroambigualis (RAm), and nucleus paraambigualis (PAm), provide contralateral coupling that, in the model, is the synchronizing element of the distributed
network. Signals from respiratory brain stem control the respiratory nerves
(insp/exp) and converge with signals from robust nucleus of the arcopallium
(RA) on the vocal nerve nucleus (n12). Uva, uvaeform nucleus of thalamus.

was effective were anticorrelated with portions where right
stimulation was effective (Wang et al. 2008).
In this report, we illustrate how dominance switching can
occur in the neural song system, extending our previous recurrent network model by including model neurons from each
hemisphere. A challenge faced by any model of distributed
coding is that of synchronization. This challenge is particularly
acute here, since birds lack a corpus callosum, so the left and
right HVC (as well as the left and right RA) have no direct
connections. If parts of the song are coded in left HVC and
parts are coded in right HVC, how do they coordinate their
activity? It has been suggested that this coordination occurs
through the nuclei in the brain stem, in particular the expiratory
nucleus retroambigualis (RAm), the inspiratory nucleus
paraambigualus (PAm), and the dorsomedial nucleus of the
intercollicular complex (DM), which are bilaterally connected
to the uvaeform nucleus of the thalamus (Uva), an input to
HVC (Ashmore et al. 2008a). Since these nuclei are elements
in a recurrent loop from HVC onto itself, they provide a natural

The computer code described below can be downloaded from
https://www.math.fsu.edu/~bertram/software/birdsong.
Neural ensemble models. We use firing rate models of neural
subpopulations or ensembles, where an ensemble is described by the
variable X, which can take on a value in the interval 0 to 1. If X ⫽ 0
the ensemble is silent, whereas if X ⫽ 1 it is maximally active. Time
is discretized into steps of length 0.1 ms, and at each time step the
activity of each ensemble is updated to reflect inputs that are themselves the activity levels of other ensembles at previous time steps. To
highlight the time dependence, we will often use the notation X(t) to
denote the activity level of an ensemble at time t. This firing rate
representation is used as a simplification of the biophysical HodgkinHuxley representation that we employed in an earlier study (Galvis et
al. 2017). Computer simulations with the firing rate models are orders
of magnitude faster than with the biophysical models, but they capture
the network behavior. A similar simplification was employed in a
Markov model of HVC and RA activity (Weber and Hahnloser 2007).
The state of a postsynaptic ensemble depends on the firing rates of
the presynaptic neurons, as well as the coupling strength ␣j, which
also takes values between 0 and 1. If two nodes are not connected
␣j ⫽ 0, and unless otherwise noted connected nodes take ␣j ⫽ 1. The
action potential latency from pre- to postsynaptic neurons, which we
refer to as the synaptic delay, is set at ␦ ⫽ 3 ms, as suggested in
Ashmore et al. (2008b). Thus
Xpost共t兲 ⫽

兺 j ␣ jX j共 t ⫺ ␦兲

(1)

where the summation is over all presynaptic neuron ensembles.
In some cases (the RA transition neurons), we assume that ensemble activity occurs only if the input is above a threshold, and in this
case the activation is maximal. These are described by a Boolean
function:
Xpost共t兲 ⫽

再

1 if

兺 j ␣ jX j共t ⫺ ␦兲 ⱖ 0.5

0 otherwise

(2)

In an earlier version of the model, HVC neurons that project to RA
(HVCRA) and PAm neurons were represented by intrinsic bursting
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neurons that activate in the presence of a sufficiently large input, stay
active for a short time, and turn off even if the input continues (Galvis
et al. 2017). To capture this behavior, these ensembles are set
according to Eq. 1, but if activated, Xpost stays on for 6 ms before
inactivating. Once inactivated, it cannot be reactivated until after a
20-ms refractory period. The length of the active period is based on in
vivo data showing that HVCRA neurons burst for ~6 ms when the bird
is singing (Hahnloser et al. 2002).
There are separate ensembles of inhibitory neurons. An ensemble
postsynaptic to an inhibitory ensemble is set to Xpost(t) ⫽ 0 if Xpre(t ⫺
␦) ⬎ 0.
Single-hemisphere recurrent network model. In this study, we
extend our previous recurrent network model (Galvis et al. 2017) in
which transitions from syllables to gaps and vice versa occur through
the bilateral pathway: HVC¡dorsal RA (RAd)¡respiratory nuclei
(RAm/PAm/DM)¡Uva¡HVC (bold links in Fig. 1). (See Galvis et
al. 2017 for the rationale for the exclusion of other nuclei from the
model.) In this model, each syllable and gap is encoded by a synaptic
chain of HVCRA neurons. Model songs are chosen randomly with
4 – 8 syllables and syllable and gap lengths averaging 106.0 ⫾ 16.7 ms
and 52.3 ⫾ 9.0 ms, respectively. These lengths depend on the length
of syllable and gap chains, with longer chains resulting in longer song
units. The chain lengths were chosen so that syllable and gap lengths
match the experimentally determined averages of 107 ⫾ 13.7 ms and
50.4 ⫾ 3.2 ms, respectively (Andalman et al. 2011). More details on
how the parameters were chosen can be found in the APPENDIX.
The first ensemble in each HVC chain is activated by an ensemble
in the thalamic nucleus Uva (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). This is consistent with the
findings that Uva is necessary for adult song production (Coleman and
Vu 2005), as well as the recent finding that Uva is maximally active
before syllable onset (Danish et al. 2017). Indeed, our model suggests
that Uva should be active immediately after a gap begins, since
Uva(S-G) is activated after PAm, as well as before a syllable begins,
since Uva(G-S) is activated before PAm is inactivated (Fig. 2; Galvis
et al. 2017). As in the previous model, we assume that Uva ensembles

Fig. 2. Single-hemisphere recurrent network model. Red box depicts the
moment-by-moment control of expiration by HVC. Each ensemble in the
HVCsyl chains (A shown) signals an ensemble of robust nucleus of the arcopallium
(RA) neurons that project to RAm [RA(R) neurons] that innervate an ensemble of
expiratory nucleus retroambigualis (RAm) neurons. At the end of a syllable, an
HVCsyl ensemble sends a signal to an RA transition ensemble (S-G) that turns off
RAm and activates inspiration in nucleus paraambigualis (PAm) (top yellow box).
Blue box on left depicts the synchronizing transition through the brain stem
pathway that activates HVCgap chains. Bottom yellow box depicts the activity of
the network during gaps. PAm neurons are arranged in a chain, which captures the
external control of the inspiratory wave. The length of each HVCgap chain
modulates the length of each gap. Finally, each HVCgap chain activates an RA
transition ensemble (G-S), which leads to a synchronizing transition through the
brain stem (blue box on right) and activation of the next syllable. When that
syllable begins, a signal is sent through an RA(P) ensemble that inactivates
inspiration in PAm.

Fig. 3. Two-hemisphere network incorporating interhemispheric dominance
switching. Colors as in Fig. 2. A: both left and right HVC contain syllable
chains for the complete song (red box). Each syllable is represented by 1 or
more segments (A1, A2....) depending on the number of dominance switches. In
this example, the left HVC is dominant for the first syllable segment (A1),
sending a stronger signal to downstream nuclei than right HVC. A neuron in
the dominant HVC chain sends a signal through the brain stem pathway (blue
box) that initiates the next segment (A2). The HVC neuron ensemble that sends
this signal is set so that the first neurons in the A2 ensemble fire immediately
after the last ensemble in A1 stops firing. B: dominance switches from one
segment to the next, so right HVC is dominant for A2. The last HVC ensemble
in the final segment on the dominant hemisphere sends a signal through the
brain stem pathway (blue box), inhibiting nucleus retroambigualis (RAm) (not
shown), activating nucleus paraambigualis (PAm) (yellow box), and activating
the A-B gap chains in HVC. C: both left and right HVC contain gap chains for
the complete song (yellow box). In this example, the A-B gap is dominated by
right HVC. The last ensemble in the dominant HVC chain sends a signal
through the brain stem network (blue box) activating the next syllable. D,
dominant; ND, nondominant; DM, dorsomedial nucleus of intercollicular
complex; RA, robust nucleus of arcopallium; Uva, uvaeform nucleus of
thalamus.

mutually inhibit one another, preventing more than one chain from
being activated at a time (Galvis et al. 2017). Furthermore, if any Uva
ensemble becomes active, none of the other Uva ensembles can fire
until after a refractory period. This refractory period can be thought of
as a slow inhibition that prevents multiple song units from becoming
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active. When Uva activates an HVC chain, it also inhibits each of the
other HVC chains. These model assumptions are included to ensure
that the two hemispheres are synchronized whenever a signal is sent
through the recurrent network. Moreover, a previous study by Hahnloser et al. (2008) suggests that Uva is capable of both exciting and
inhibiting neurons in HVC (and RA indirectly).
Transitions from gaps to syllables (G-S) or syllables to gaps (S-G)
are mediated through the recurrent network: first passing through
RA(S-G) or RA(G-S), then through DM, and finally through the Uva
ensemble representing the next song unit (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The chain for
syllable A activates the gap for A–B, which in turn activates syllable
B, and so on. Threshold functions are used for the activity in RA(S-G)
and RA(G-S), activating the chain in the sequence only if the input is
large enough (Eq. 2).
During syllable production, HVC chains send a moment-by-moment signal through RA neurons that project to RAm, denoted as
RA(R) neurons, that control the waveform of expiration (Fig. 2, Fig. 3;
Andalman et al. 2011; Galvis et al. 2017). In the present model, each
HVC ensemble connects to a distinct RA(R) ensemble that represents
the group of muscle-controlling neurons that would be activated at
that time. In turn, each RA(R) ensemble connects to a distinct RAm
ensemble representing the set of neurons that would be recruited to
produce the necessary expiratory output. This mode allows us to
visualize the behavioral effects of perturbations in sequence or activity of HVC neurons by looking at changes in the order of activity of
RAm neurons. That is, the RAm neuron ensembles act as the readout
for the song system.
As mentioned, each RA(R) and RAm ensemble described above
represents the subset of neurons that would fire at a particular time
during each rendition of the song. However, no single RA(R) neuron
need fire throughout the entirety of a syllable segment, and it is
possible for one RA(R) neuron to fire during multiple syllable segments. Indeed, voltage traces from RA neurons exhibited multiple
time-locked bursts of activity during each motif (Hahnloser et al.
2002).
During gap production, HVC chains control the timing of activity
in PAm, while PAm itself controls the inspiratory waveform (Fig. 2,
Fig. 3; Andalman et al. 2011). When the terminal end of an HVC
syllable chain signals RA(S-G), expiration in RAm is turned off,
inspiration in PAm is activated, and an HVC gap chain is activated
through Uva(S-G) (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). After the termination of that gap
chain and activation of the next syllable chain, a signal is sent through
another population of RA neurons, denoted RA(P) neurons, to turn off
PAm (Galvis et al. 2017). The presence of a chain of neural ensembles
in PAm is a simple implementation of a timing circuit, and it is very likely
that the actual circuitry is more complex. That some timing circuit does
exist in PAm is supported by extracellular recordings of PAm neurons in
anesthetized zebra finches; different populations of neurons fire with
maximum rate or entirely during specific phases of inspiration and
expiration (McLean et al. 2013).
Two-hemisphere extension of recurrent network model. In the
two-hemisphere extension of the model, we suppose that HVC chains
are simultaneously active in both hemispheres, which is consistent
with experimental results showing continuous, roughly synchronous
neural activity in both hemispheres during song production (Schmidt
2003). Each element of an HVC syllable chain sends an ipsilateral
connection to an RA(R) ensemble (Fig. 3, A and B). While the HVC
syllable chains are active, each hemisphere will have active RA(R)
neurons that converge at a set of downstream RAm neurons. Because
the left and right RAm are known to be reciprocally connected (Fig.
1), we treat RAm as a single nucleus.
Our model achieves interhemispheric dominance switching
through the brain stem feedback pathway (Fig. 3, A to B). A dominance switch can occur between syllables or within a syllable, in
which case we partition the syllable into subsyllables, which we call
“segments” (e.g., A1 and A2 if a single switch occurs in syllable A). As
in a transition between syllable and gap a midsyllable transition (S-S)
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utilizes the RA¡DM¡Uva pathway, in this case an RA(S-S) ensemble is activated, which activates an DM(S-S) ensemble, which indirectly activates an Uva(S-S) ensemble. The Uva(S-S) ensemble then
excites an HVC chain in each hemisphere that codes for the next portion
of the syllable, but dominance is transferred from one hemisphere to the
other. We assume that there are dominant and nondominant HVCgap
chains, but because the gaps are much shorter than the syllables, we
assume that no midgap switching occurs. For model songs, the number of
dominance switches is chosen randomly for each syllable (see APPENDIX).
For simplicity, we assume that the hemispheres are equally likely to be
dominant for a given syllable segment. However, the finding that lesions
of right HVC exert a larger effect on song than lesions of left HVC
(Williams et al. 1992) implies that the right HVC could be dominant for
a greater proportion of the song.
In the two-hemisphere extension, HVC neurons send an ipsilateral
signal to RA(S-S) to initiate a dominance switch, to RA(S-G) to initiate a
gap, or to RA(G-S) to initiate a new syllable (Fig. 3). These RA neurons
then send an ipsilateral connection to DM(S-S), DM(S-G), or DM(G-S),
respectively. DM sends a bilateral signal to Uva(S-S), Uva(S-G), or
Uva(G-S), respectively. We treat Uva as a single nucleus because it
receives bilateral input from DM and PAm. Left Uva sends a signal to
start the next segment, gap, or syllable on the left side and right Uva does
the same, but it is shown as a single Uva nucleus in Fig. 3.
In this model, we incorporate the prediction that the dominant
hemisphere has stronger connections between HVC and RA. We use
␣ ⫽ 0.9 for dominant connections and ␣ ⫽ 0.1 for nondominant
connections (chosen so that they sum to 1). At each time during a
syllable there is an active dominant HVC ensemble on one hemisphere and a nondominant HVC ensemble on the other hemisphere,
both of which take the value X ⫽ 1 (Fig. 4). These ensembles both
send output to an ipsilateral RA(R) ensemble, which takes the value
X ⫽ 0.9 on the dominant side (since ␣ ⫽ 0.9 for the presynaptic
ensemble) and X ⫽ 0.1 on the nondominant side (Fig. 4). Connections
from RA(R) to RAm are strong (␣ ⫽ 1), and RAm receives input from
both hemispheres, so during normal song activated RAm neurons take
the value X ⫽ 1·0.1 ⫹ 1·0.9 ⫽ 1 (Fig. 4). Connections from HVC to
RA(S-S), RA(S-G), or RA(G-S) are modeled in a similar fashion, except
that the transition RA neurons are threshold functions. Only the RA
ensemble on the dominant side gets activated by the HVC chain and
sends a signal through the recurrent network to start a new segment,
syllable, or gap.
When the transition is from a syllable to a gap, RA(S-G) activates
inspiratory activity in PAm (X ⫽ 1), which we treat as a single unit
because left and right PAm are indirectly connected through bilateral
connections with RAm (Fig. 2, Fig. 3B). RA(S-G) also inhibits expiratory activity in RAm (Fig. 2).
The model assumes that expiratory RAm and inspiratory PAm
ensembles are mutually inhibitory, but the circuitry for this is not
specified. This assumption prevents the model from displaying the
mutually exclusive behaviors of inspiration and expiration simultaneously. This becomes relevant during the stimulation portion of
RESULTS, where syllable and gap chains in HVC become active at
the same time.
In our previous model, atypical transitions occurred when a PAm
chain reached its end. In that case, a signal was sent from PAm to Uva
initiating a new, sometimes atypical syllable (Galvis et al. 2017). This
connection is maintained in this version of the model, through bilateral connectivity from PAm to Uva in both hemispheres.
Stimulation of HVC. Two types of model HVC stimulations are
simulated. The first type is inactivation of active chains, where during
some point in the song and while a syllable or gap chain is active we
reset the value of the active HVC chain ensemble in one hemisphere.
This results in all of the subsequent elements of that chain taking the
same new value (e.g., X ⫽ 0.2 rather than the unstimulated value
X ⫽ 1). This lowers the value of the input to downstream RA neurons
from that chain. The other type of HVC stimulation is activation of a
previously inactive chain, where an ensemble is increased from X ⫽ 0
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Fig. 4. Behavior of the two-hemisphere model under normal conditions. The
ensembles within dominant HVC chains send strong signals to robust nucleus
of the arcopallium (RA) neurons that project to nucleus retroambigualis (RAm)
[RA(R) neurons], while the ensembles within nondominant HVC chains send
weak signals to RA(R) neurons. In this example, right HVC is dominant for A1
and A3, while left HVC is dominant for A2. During any syllable, the weakly
active RA on the nondominant side and the strongly active RA on the dominant
side converge onto RAm, which is fully active as a result (see METHODS AND
NETWORK MODEL). Bottom right: individual ensembles for the right hemisphere
of syllable A.

to a nonzero value. This results in activation of that chain and its
downstream RA neurons.
RESULTS

Behavior of two-hemisphere network model during song
production. The two-hemisphere network model produces sequences of activity during a motif, with dominance over sound
production frequently switching between hemispheres. As an
example, Fig. 4 shows a raster plot of neural ensemble activity
during a 7-syllable model song. Each syllable is shown as a
block, with an expanded view in Fig. 4, bottom right. During
syllable A there is an active HVCsyl chain in both the left and
right hemispheres; however, only the right hemisphere is
dominant during the first syllable segment, A1. Because the
right hemisphere is dominant in A1, RA(R) neurons in the right
hemisphere are strongly activated. In contrast, the left hemisphere is nondominant in A1; therefore RA(R) neurons on the
left hemisphere are weakly activated. Left and right RA(R)
project to neural ensembles in RAm and together fully activate

them. There is a dominance switch when the dominant HVC
chain representing A1 sends a signal through the brain stem
pathway that activates the A2 syllable segment in the left
hemisphere. During this portion of the song, RA(R) in the right
hemisphere is weakly active while RA(R) in the left hemisphere
is strongly activated. Syllable A switches dominance again for
the production of segment A3 about midway through the
syllable.
When the final HVC syllable A segment reaches the end of
the chain, the dominant (right) hemisphere initiates gap A-B
through the recurrent network (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). PAm neuron
ensembles also become active during this transition (see METHODS
AND NETWORK MODEL and Galvis et al. 2017). In this example, the
left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for gap A-B (not
shown), which means that the left side initiates syllable B through
the recurrent pathway. Syllable B has two segments with dominance beginning in the right hemisphere in this example. This
bird’s song contains 7 syllables, ending on syllable G. After
syllable G is produced, gap G-A is initiated, which leads to the
beginning of a new motif.
Simulating effects of unilateral and bilateral HVC temperature manipulations. The first manipulation to HVC that we
simulate with the two-hemisphere model is unilateral or bilateral cooling. Cooling was implemented in our previous model
by increasing the time constants and decreasing the maximum
values of the channel conductances (Galvis et al. 2017). We found
that this model could capture the behavioral effects of bilateral
cooling of HVC on song (Long and Fee 2008), including the
finding that gaps stretch significantly less than syllables (Andalman et al. 2011). (Note that the earlier study by Long and Fee
2008 found the opposite.) In the network model, the recurrent
network includes nuclei other than HVC that are unaffected by
cooling. Gaps stretch less than syllables because the electrical
signals for the transition into the gap phase (the syllable-gap or
S-G transition) and out of the gap phase (the gap-syllable or G-S
transition) pass through the recurrent network, which is not
cooled. The transition times are a larger fraction of the gap
duration than are analogous transitions into and out of syllables.
The two-hemisphere version of the model uses the same
framework, but now cooling is implemented by increasing the
action potential latency or delay parameter ␦ for chain neurons
in HVC (see APPENDIX). This is analogous to the original model,
where the song stretch is due to an increase in the time between
the onsets of bursts in the chain. Scaling of delay in the chain
neurons was set so that a 10°C decrease in temperature
(⌬T ⫽ ⫺10°C) results in a 25% song stretch to match the
experimentally determined stretch found in Hamaguchi et al.
(2016) (see APPENDIX). A major benefit of the simplified mathematical model is that analytic expressions can be derived
relating change in temperature to stretch (or contraction) in
gaps and syllables (see APPENDIX). For example, there are eight
connections between the activation of PAm and the subsequent
activation of RAm outside of HVC, so a portion of the gap with
duration 8␦ does not stretch or contract. Furthermore, syllables
stretch proportionally to the temperature change unless there is
a dominance switch. Each switch requires a pass through the
recurrent network, adding a length of 4␦ that does not stretch
or contract (see APPENDIX). We simulated bilateral cooling/
heating of HVC in 10 randomly selected model birds over
temperature changes between ⌬T ⫽ ⫺10°C and ⌬T ⫽ 3°C
(Fig. 5). As in the original model, cooling HVC stretches the
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Fig. 5. Effects of unilateral and bilateral cooling and heating of HVC on song
duration. Bilateral cooling stretches or contracts the song nearly uniformly.
Parameters were chosen so that ⌬T ⫽ ⫺10°C results in an ~25% increase in
song length. Unilateral cooling results in approximately half the dilation that
occurs during bilateral cooling because, on average, half of the song is
dominated by each hemisphere.

song, whereas heating HVC contracts the song (Fig. 5 and
Galvis et al. 2017). The variation shown by the standard
deviation bars in Fig. 5 reflects the difference in the number of
gaps and lengths of syllable and gap chains between randomly
selected motifs.
Experimental studies have shown that although bilateral
cooling of HVC leads to stretching of the whole song, unilateral cooling of HVC only stretches some portions of the song
(Long and Fee 2008). In fact, the stretch due to cooling of left
HVC was significantly anticorrelated with stretch during right
cooling (Long and Fee 2008). Furthermore, unilateral cooling
did not result in song degradation, despite the possibility of
desynchronization between left and right HVC (Long and Fee
2008). These observations led to the hypothesis that left HVC
is responsible for the timing of some portions of the song and
right HVC is responsible for others (Long and Fee 2008).
Our model is consistent with this hypothesis, since synchronization occurs at the transitions between syllable segments
and between syllables and gaps. Furthermore, each hemisphere
is responsible for the timing of the portions of the song that it
dominates, and unilateral cooling of HVC only slows the
portions of the song for which the cooled hemisphere is
dominant. As an example, consider a cooling of ⌬T ⫽ ⫺10°C
of the right hemisphere. During the production of segment A1
HVC in the right hemisphere is dominant, and since it is cooled
the chain of activity propagates more slowly than that in the
left hemisphere. Only the dominant right HVC can activate the
recurrent pathway, so the nondominant left HVC chain propagates to the end of its chain first but cannot activate the next
segment. The next segment starts once the dominant HVC
chain reaches its end.
For quantification, we used 10 model birds and in each
randomly cooled/heated either the right or left HVC. This
was done for a range of values of ⌬T. Over the full range,
unilateral cooling stretched the song approximately half as
much as bilateral cooling (Fig. 5). This is because, on
average, half of the segments and gaps will be stretched and
the other half propagate at normal speed. The standard
deviation is much larger for unilateral cooling, however,
because the songs are chosen randomly and often one
hemisphere dominates more of the song than the other. If
this is the case, unilateral cooling of the more dominant
hemisphere results in stretch closer to the bilateral cooling,
whereas cooling the less dominant hemisphere results in a
stretch closer to the uncooled song.
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Simulating effects of unilateral electrical stimulation of
HVC. Wang et al. (2008) found that unilateral electrical stimulation of HVC can result in syllable distortion and truncation
as well as motif stops and restarts. They also found that the
effect of stimulation depends on stimulation timing. Stimulations that were made at similar points in time during a motif
often resulted in similar perturbations to the song. In some
cases, stimulation at two similar but not identical time points
led to identical syllable truncations (Wang et al. 2008). Furthermore, they found that the phases of the motif where
stimulation of left HVC was effective in causing behavioral
perturbations were anticorrelated with those where stimulation
of right HVC was effective.
It is not at all clear what effects electrical microstimulation
will have on the activity of neurons. One study using optical
techniques found that microstimulation activated neurons hundreds of micrometers or even millimeters from the stimulating
electrode, but the affected neurons were sparsely distributed.
Increasing the magnitude of the stimulation did not increase the
diameter of influence but instead increased the density of
neurons that were activated within the same diameter. The
activation was largely independent of synaptic transmission
and instead appeared to be due to direct depolarization of
neural processes that were close to the stimulating electrode
(Histed et al. 2009). Such stimulation could activate either
excitatory or inhibitory neurons, since the mechanism for
activation (a change in the extracellular potential) is the same
for both.
We consider perturbations of model HVC activity that could
potentially result from unilateral electrical stimulation of HVC
during song production. There are two ways that stimulation
could interfere with propagation across a network. One way is
to activate chains at the inappropriate time in the sequence. We
call this a “strengthening stimulation.” A second way is for
stimulation to arrest propagation in an ongoing chain. This
could be achieved by activating inhibitory neurons, by putting
component neurons in a refractory period so that they fail to
propagate activity at the appropriate time, or by other mechanisms such as inducing short-term synaptic depression or
depolarization block. Regardless of mechanism, this sort of
stimulation would prevent an active chain from continuing to
completion. We call this a “weakening stimulation.” To simulate a weakening stimulation, we reduce the activity value of
a previously active HVC ensemble. To simulate a strengthening stimulation, we increase the activity level of a previously
inactive ensemble. We tacitly assume that all effects on song
are the result of changes to the RA-projecting HVC ensembles,
although at the level of detail of the model effects of the area
X-projecting neurons are not precluded.
Unilateral weakening stimulations: inactivation of syllable
chains. The stimulation of an active syllable chain (Fig. 6) is
achieved by changing the “normal” value of an active ensemble, Xn(t) ⫽ 1, to a “perturbed,” smaller value, Xp. The remainder of the chain also takes this new value as the signal moves
through it. While the perturbed chain is active, it sends a
smaller input to RA, which also manifests as decreased activity
in RAm. This reduction in RAm activity can result in spectral
distortion, which lasts only as long as the syllable segment
during which the stimulation was applied. Transient syllable
distortions have been reported after unilateral HVC stimulation
(Wang et al. 2008). Inactivation of a nondominant HVCsyl
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of left and right stimulation is anticorrelated throughout the
song (Wang et al. 2008).
Unilateral weakening stimulations: inactivation of gap
chains. Because gaps are much shorter than syllables, the
probability that randomly applied unilateral stimulation would
occur during a gap is low; however, it can happen. What
prediction does the model make in response to stimulation
during a gap? If the stimulation is applied to the nondominant
hemisphere for that gap, then there will be no effect. However,
if applied to the dominant hemisphere, the stimulation could
result in an atypical syllable transition, where the next syllable
sung is different from that in the unperturbed motif. Therefore,
as in the case of inactivation of syllable chains, the effectiveness of left and right stimulation is anticorrelated throughout
the song (Fig. 7).
To understand the model prediction of an atypical transition,
we recall a key element of our previous biophysical model for
the song network (Galvis et al. 2017), which was developed
partly to explain the finding that atypical syllable transitions
occur when there are bilateral medial ablations of HVC (Basista et al. 2014). In that model, as in the present model, it was

Fig. 6. Inactivation of an active syllable chain in the dominant hemisphere.
During production of syllable C, electrical stimulation of the right hemisphere
results in a weakened dominant syllable chain, which sends a weaker signal
through the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) to nucleus retroambigualis
(RAm), potentially resulting in spectral distortion. When the chains reach the
end, the dominant chain is not capable of sending a signal to initiate the next
segment. Therefore, the song terminates after a truncation of syllable C. Arrow
indicates the time of stimulation of the right hemisphere HVC.

chain has a smaller effect, since the contribution to overall
output of downstream RA on the nondominant side is always
smaller than the contribution from the dominant side.
A more serious possible effect of a weakening stimulation is
that the chain may become too weak (␣Xp ⬍ 0.5) to overcome
the threshold function required to activate the next segment or
gap and can only occur if the weakening is applied to the
dominant hemisphere for the syllable segment (the nondominant chain cannot activate the threshold function even under
normal conditions). When this occurs, the song terminates
prematurely, and the syllable during which the stimulation was
applied may be truncated. Figure 6 shows an example where
the first segment in syllable C is perturbed on the dominant
right side. The signal sent by the dominant right HVC chain
through RA to RAm is too weak to overcome the threshold
function for activation of the next segment. This results in a
song ABC1 followed by termination of the song. If syllable C
had only one segment the full syllable C would have been
produced, but afterwards the song would have prematurely
terminated.
Such syllable truncations and premature song terminations
were reported by Wang et al. (2008). They also found that
stimulations at nearby points in the motif led to similar behavioral perturbations, which is consistent with our hypothesis that
song syllables consist of segments each of which is coded by
a chain of neural ensembles. Electrical stimulations that occur
on the dominant hemisphere at any time during that segment
will have the same effects on the song. Furthermore, at any
point in the song, stimulation is only effective on the dominant
side (Fig. 7), consistent with the finding that the effectiveness

Fig. 7. Effectiveness of left and right stimulation of HVC is anticorrelated in
weakening stimulations. Unilateral stimulations are only ever effective in the
hemisphere that is dominant for a section of the song. The effectiveness curve
shows portions of the song where left or right stimulation can lead to
perturbations of the song assuming that the HVC chain is sufficiently weakened (␣Xp ⬍ 0.5).
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assumed that the final ensemble of a PAm chain innervates Uva
and, if activated, can induce a new syllable chain in HVC.
Normally, activity in a PAm chain is terminated before the
final ensemble by a signal emanating from an HVCgap chain
through RA(P). However, if this does not happen, the terminal
point in the PAm chain is reached and a new syllable, usually
not the expected syllable, is produced. Returning to the case at
hand, if an HVCgap chain is weakened to a subthreshold level
(␣Xp ⬍ 0.5), then it will not trigger the normal next syllable
and will not terminate the PAm chain. Instead, the PAm chain
will reach its terminal point and trigger a new syllable, likely
an atypical transition.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the A-B gap
chain is inactivated on the dominant left side. This results in a
long gap, as shown in Fig. 8, bottom right, and an atypical
transition from A to F. Furthermore, the long gap occurs
because PAm has to reach the end of its chain before signaling
a new syllable (Galvis et al. 2017).
Wang et al. (2008) did not mention the occurrence of
atypical transitions after unilateral excitation of HVC. However, Basista et al. (2014) suggest that only medial stimulation
of HVC would result in atypical transitions, and the stimulation
locations were not reported by Wang et al. (2008). Moreover,
since stimulation occurring during a gap in the song would be
a rare event, it is likely that a medial stimulation during a gap
did not occur. Also, if the atypical transition occurs onto the
syllable A, then the atypical transition would be indistinguishable from a restart, which they did report. Furthermore, Hamaguchi and Mooney (2012) found that augmentation of the
lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium

Fig. 8. Inactivation of an active HVCgap chain in the dominant hemisphere.
During production of the A-B gap, electrical stimulation of the left hemisphere
results in a weakened dominant gap chain, which cannot signal the production
of syllable B. The downstream nucleus paraambigualis (PAm) chain is therefore not deactivated by the activation of syllable B and reaches its terminal
point. PAm signals an atypical transition from A to F following a long gap.
Arrow indicates time of stimulation of the left hemisphere HVC. RAm,
nucleus retroambigualis.
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Fig. 9. Activation of a dominant syllable chain during syllable production.
During the production of syllable D, electrical stimulation of the right hemisphere strengthens the dominant syllable segment B2. The B2 chain reaches its
end before syllable D does, resulting in activation of the B-C gap chain
followed by syllable C. Syllable D gets truncated when the B-C gap is
activated, which results in the syllable sequence ABCDpartialCD. A spectral
distortion is observed in nucleus retroambigualis (RAm) while both syllable B2
and D chains are active. RA, robust nucleus of arcopallium.

(LMAN) with bicuculline methiodide resulted in atypical transitions during song through an indirect and potentially complex
circuit leading from LMAN onto HVC. Therefore, some perturbation of HVC is most likely capable of causing atypical
transitions and may occur via a weakening stimulation of
active gap chains.
Unilateral strengthening stimulations: activation of a chain
during a syllable. The stimulation of an inactive chain is
achieved by changing the “normal” value of a randomly
selected inactive ensemble, Xn(t) ⫽ 0, to a “perturbed” active
value, Xp. As in the weakening stimulations, the remainder of
the chain will take on the perturbed value as the signal
propagates through it. This can occur in tandem with a previously active syllable or gap chain, depending on the stimulation time. When a strengthening stimulation activates a syllable
chain during syllable production, two chains send signals to
RAm through RA in the stimulated hemisphere (Fig. 9). This
leads to a spectral distortion of the syllable, as observed
experimentally (Wang et al. 2008). In contrast to the distortion
observed in the weakening stimulations, this distortion is
observed as the activation of unexpected RAm ensembles
rather than the weakening of expected RAm ensembles.
Strengthening a chain in the dominant hemisphere results in a
larger distortion than strengthening a chain in the nondominant
hemisphere, because it sends a stronger signal to RAm.
If a dominant syllable segment is activated, it is sometimes
activated with enough strength to send a signal through the
recurrent pathway. In this case, the HVC chain that reaches the
end first will determine which portion of the motif occurs next.
If the normally active HVC chain reaches its end first, then the
song will proceed normally and the distortion will end as soon
as the next segment or gap is activated. However, if the
perturbed HVC chain reaches its end first, it will truncate the
syllable and activate an atypical segment or gap. Figure 9
shows the case in which a dominant segment B2 is activated in
the right hemisphere during production of syllable D. The
HVC chain representing B2 reaches the end of the chain before
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D and sends a signal through the recurrent pathway turning off
syllable D and activating the B-C gap. The result is a syllable
sequence ABCDpartialCD.
If the perturbed HVC chain is not the last segment in a
particular syllable, the perturbed chain signals the next segment rather than a gap. For example, had A2 (also right
dominant) been activated instead of B2, the resulting syllable
sequence would have been ABCDpartialA3B with DpartialA3 occurring without a gap between.
Another possibility is that a dominant gap chain gets activated during production of a syllable. If the perturbed gap
chain reaches its end first, it sends a signal through the
recurrent network, truncating the normal syllable and activating a new syllable. In this case, the atypical transition is always
from a truncated syllable to the first segment of the atypical
syllable. Furthermore, there is no gap during the transition
because the normal syllable is truncated at the same time the
new syllable is activated. Unlike in the weakening cases and
Wang et. al. (2008), stimulation of either hemisphere can result
in these atypical transitions regardless of the point in the song.
Unilateral strengthening stimulations: activation of a chain
during a gap. Strengthening a syllable chain while an HVCgap
chain is active does not result in a spectral distortion of the
song because expiration in RAm cannot become active while
inspiration in PAm is active. Therefore, the behavioral output
does not change unless the strengthened HVCsyl chain is
dominant and reaches the end of its chain before the gap chain
reaches its end. This is expected to be a low probability for two
reasons. First, gaps take up a small portion of the song relative
to syllables; therefore randomly applied stimulations will usually occur during syllables. Second, gap chains are short
relative to syllable chains. The probability that a syllable
segment is activated at an ensemble close enough to the end of
the chain so that it reaches its end before the gap chain does is
low.
Figure 10 shows the case in which the last segment in
syllable D becomes active during the B-C gap. In this case, the
syllable segment sends a signal through the brain stem turning
off the normally active gap chain and activating the D-A gap
chain. This results in a gap that is approximately twice as long
as a normal gap followed by an atypical transition from B to A.
In this case, the syllable sequence that is produced is ABAB.
The final possibility is that a dominant gap chain becomes
active during a gap. If the perturbed gap chain reaches its end
first, this results in an atypical transition between two complete
syllables.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we have developed a two-hemisphere, recurrent network model that can account for the dominance switching hypothesis proposed by Long and Fee (2008) and Wang et
al. (2008) while maintaining the network structure described in
our previous model (Galvis et al. 2017). In this model, dominance switching occurs multiple times throughout the song
through a synchronizing bilateral signal between respiratory
nuclei in the brain stem (PAm and DM) and thalamus (Uva).
We propose that the dominant hemisphere is characterized by
stronger innervation of RA by HVC, which results in a onesided control over the motor program and transitions between
song units. This could mean more neurons in dominant HVC

Fig. 10. Activation of a dominant syllable chain during gap production. During
production of the B-C gap, stimulation of the right hemisphere results in
strengthening of the dominant syllable D chain. The syllable D chain reaches
its end before the B-C gap chain, resulting in termination of the B-C gap chain
and activation of the D-A gap chain. This produces an atypical transition from
B to A and the syllable sequence ABAB. Inspiration in nucleus paraambigualis
(PAm) is longer than normal because it starts before the activation of the B-C
gap chain but does not inactivate until after a portion of the B-C gap chain and
the full D-A gap chains have reached the end. Furthermore, no spectral
distortion is observed in nucleus retroambigualis (RAm) because PAm suppresses the RAm activity even when the syllable D chain is active.

populations than in nondominant populations or greater synaptic coupling between dominant HVC neurons and RA neurons than for nondominant HVC neurons. At the level of this
model the two are equivalent, and to our knowledge such
differences have not been investigated experimentally. It is
also possible that dominance comes at the level of connections
from the RA to the brain stem.
We simulated temperature manipulation of HVC in this
model by altering the delay time between chain neurons. These
simulations showed that bilateral cooling of HVC results in
nearly uniform slowing of the signal propagation of the neural
network for the song, except that the portion of the network
coding for transitions between gaps and syllables is not cooled
and thus not slowed. These results are similar to results
obtained previously with a network model utilizing conductance-based neurons (Galvis et al. 2017), which was designed
to capture bilateral cooling data showing uniform stretching of
syllables and somewhat less stretching of gaps (Andalman et
al. 2011). [Hamaguchi et al. (2016) found that bilateral cooling
of Uva also results in song stretch, which we cannot explain
with our model.] The two-hemisphere version of the model
allowed us to consider the effect of unilateral cooling of HVC.
In the model, cooling a single hemisphere results in stretching
of all portions of the song for which the cooled hemisphere is
dominant. The rest of the song is not stretched. This is
consistent with experimental results showing that unilateral
cooling results in stretching of some portions of the song but
not others and that the portions stretched by cooling of the right
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HVC are anticorrelated with those stretched by cooling of the
left HVC (Long and Fee 2008). This contrasts with cooling of
the HVC in the Bengalese finch, which affects the transition
probabilities between syllables (Zhang et al. 2017).
We next investigated the possible effects of unilateral HVC
stimulation during singing on the network behavior. Since it is
not known whether the primary effect of electrical stimulation
performed in the study of Wang et al. (2008) was to activate
inactive RA-projecting neurons or to inactivate active ones, we
explored both possibilities. We found that weakening stimulations of the dominant hemisphere during syllables caused
syllable distortions, syllable truncations, and song stops. If a
song stop was followed by a reactivation, this stimulation
could also result in a restart. Furthermore, because these
stimulations are only effective on the dominant hemisphere, we
found that stimulation could only be effective in one hemisphere at any point in the song. These results are consistent
with the effects of stimulation described by Wang et al. (2008).
Weakening stimulations of the dominant hemisphere during
gaps resulted in atypical transitions of the type described by
our previous model after medial ablations (Basista et al. 2014;
Galvis et al. 2017). While the weakening stimulation does fit
the result that left and right stimulation effectiveness is anticorrelated, Wang et al. (2008) did not document atypical
transitions despite attempting stimulations throughout the entire song. In our model, signaling through the recurrent networks occurs during approximately half of the duration of each
gap, so even though gaps take up approximately one-third of
the song, gap chains are active for only approximately onesixth of the song. If this is the case in the actual birds, then few
randomly timed weakening stimulations would occur when gap
chains were active. Furthermore, medial and lateral ablation of
HVC (Basista et al. 2014) suggests that only a stimulation of a
medial, dominant gap chain will have the effect of an atypical
transition. Wang et al. (2008) did not discuss the placement of
their electrodes within HVC. Another possibility is that these
weakening stimulations occur simultaneously with strengthening stimulations of some of the HVC neurons that inactivate
PAm. In this case, one would expect a song stop rather than an
atypical transition.
Strengthening stimulations resulted in syllable distortion and
atypical transitions. The atypical transitions occurred even
when stimulations were applied during syllables, which was
never seen in the Wang et al. (2008) data. Furthermore, the
effects of left and right stimulation were not anticorrelated.
Therefore, our model predicts that the primary effect of the
unilateral HVC stimulations performed in Wang et al. (2008)
was to inactivate active HVC chains. This could be due to the
activation of HVC interneurons, which would otherwise be
inactive. Indeed, Kosche et al. (2015) showed that interneuron
spiking patterns exhibit pauses in activity during song production, which could potentially be overcome by electrical stimulation.
One hypothesis underlying our two-hemisphere network
model is that each hemisphere has copies of chains for each
syllable segment and gap (or gap segment). The only difference between the two is that the dominant hemisphere for a
segment/gap has a stronger connection to nucleus RA. Thus
there are two complete copies of the recurrent network for
song, with rapid switching in dominance between the two. Is
there any evidence for this? Perhaps, in unilateral ablation
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studies. In one study, Uva was unilaterally ablated in adults,
which resulted in recovery of the song over time (Coleman and
Vu 2005). In a second study, unilateral ablation of RA in
juveniles did not prevent normal song acquisition, although it
did prevent song production if the ablation was done in an adult
bird (Ashmore et al. 2008a). How can the bird recover its song
when the primary input (Uva) and output (RA) of the timing
nucleus HVC are removed in one hemisphere? This would not
be hard to explain if there are two copies of the necessary
circuitry, as in our model. Compensation for unilateral
ablation of either Uva or RA could be achieved by strengthening any weak connections from HVC to RA on the side
contralateral to the ablation. This hemisphere would then
become dominant for the entire song, and there would be no
dominance switching. In this case, one would predict that
cooling the HVC contralateral to the ablation should result
in slowing of the song, comparable to bilateral cooling in the
intact bird. Furthermore, unilateral electrical stimulation of
contralateral HVC should be effective over a larger proportion of the song than would be the case before ablation.
Another testable prediction made by this model is that
stimulation effectiveness curves should be positively correlated
with portions of the song that exhibit cooling related stretch
when both perturbations are performed to HVC in the same
hemisphere. Furthermore, one would expect the onsets of these
effective regions to be correlated with increased synchrony
between the hemispheres due to the transition through the
recurrent network. Experimental results have suggested that
synchronization is correlated with the onsets of syllables,
onsets of intrasyllabic segments called “notes,” and in many
instances gaps (Schmidt 2003). In our model, the onsets of
syllables require a synchronizing signal through the recurrent
network, but an interesting possibility is that the transitions
between notes could also occur through a segment-to-segment
transition. If so, it is possible that transitions between notes
would be correlated with dominance switching as well.
We have focused exclusively on unilateral control of song
segments or gaps with interhemispheric switching, since this is
the most difficult scenario to explain. However, while the
results of Long and Fee (2008) and Wang et al. (2008) do show
anticorrelated behavior between left and right cooling and
stimulations, respectively, there was also evidence for bilateral
control of at least some song segments in some birds. For
example, there were a significant number of instances where
stimulation of either left or right HVC perturbed the song (see
Supplemental Table 2 in Wang et al. 2008). In our model,
bilateral control could be instantiated by setting the parameter
␣ ⫽ 0.5 for HVC¡RA connections in both hemispheres. If
this is done to the RAm-projecting RA(R) neurons, then both
hemispheres would be contributing equally to the vocal output
during syllable production. Moreover, if this is done to the
threshold transition RA neurons [RA(S-G), RA(S-S), or RA(G-S)],
then either hemisphere could initiate a transition if the requirement for activation of threshold neurons is that presynaptic
input (␣X) be ⱖ0.5.
What would be the result of unilateral cooling on a bilaterally controlled syllable segment like that described above? The
expected result would be rapid degradation of that segment
because both hemispheres would be driving their respective
motor behaviors at different rates. This would persist only until
the end of the segment, when interhemispheric synchronization
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would take place. The segment duration would not change,
since the uncooled side would initiate the transition (since its
chain would reach its terminal point sooner). With unilateral
heating, the segment would be shorter, since now the chain in
the heated hemisphere would finish first and trigger the transition.
APPENDIX

Expressions for durations of syllables, gaps, and motifs. As
in the previous model, the length of each syllable is determined by the
time between RAm activation and the subsequent activation of inspiration in PAm. Likewise, the length of each gap is determined by the
time between activation of PAm and activation of expiration in RAm
(Galvis et al. 2017). A benefit of the present model with the simpler
neural dynamics is that expressions can be derived for syllable, gap,
and motif lengths. For example, the length of any syllable is given by
Lsyl ⫽ ␦共nsyl ⫺ 1兲

(A1)

where nsyl is the number of neuron ensembles in the HVC chains for
that syllable. This is because for a chain of length nsyl there are exactly
nsyl ⫹ 1 connections between the first HVC ensemble and the first
ensemble in the PAm chain. Therefore, it takes ␦(nsyl ⫹ 1) ms for
PAm to begin firing after an HVC syllable chain has been activated.
It takes exactly 2␦ ms for RAm to begin firing after activation of the
first HVC ensemble in the chain because of the two connections
between HVC and RAm. Therefore, RAm is active for ␦(nsyl ⫹ 1) ⫺
2␦ ⫽ ␦(nsyl ⫺ 1) ms. The inclusion of multiple segments in a syllable
does not change the syllable length. The four connections required to
switch between segments is offset because the fourth from last
ensemble in the chain activates the switch. Therefore, the first neuron
ensemble in the new segment activates precisely when it would have
if the segments were combined.
Using an analogous argument, each gap length is given by the
equation
Lgap ⫽ ␦共ngap ⫺ 1兲 ⫹ 8␦

(A2)

The extra 8␦ ms is due to connections through the recurrent
network that occur while PAm is active (Fig. 2) and lead to the
activation of RAm.
The length of each motif is the sum of all of the gap and syllable
lengths:
Lmotif ⫽ ␦(ntot ⫺ 2S) ⫹ 8␦S

(A3)

where S is the number of syllables in the motif and ntot is the sum of
all neuron ensembles in the syllables and gaps that make up the motif.
For this study, we use randomly selected songs with S ⫽ 6 ⫾ 2,
nsyl ⬇ 37, and ngap ⬇ 10. The number of ensembles in each syllable
and gap is chosen randomly from a Poisson distribution with these
averages. The number of syllables was chosen from a discrete uniform
distribution. The variable ntot is given by ntot ⫽ S(nsyl ⫹ ngap). The
average number of segments for each syllable is c ⬇ 2 but is also
chosen randomly from a Poisson distribution for each run of the
model.
Temperature manipulation in HVC. In our previously published model, temperature changes were accomplished by increasing
channel activation time constants and maximum conductance values
in the HVC neurons (Galvis et al. 2017). In the present model,
temperature manipulation is achieved by changing the synaptic delay
value ␦ for chain connections. We either cool bilaterally, which
increases the delay in both hemispheres, or unilaterally, which increases the delay in a single hemisphere. The modified delay is then

␦⌬T ⫽ Q10共⌬T兲␦
where

(A4)

Q10共⌬T兲 ⫽ 共Q10兲⫺⌬T⁄10

(A5)

This equation has been used frequently to model the effects of
temperature dependence (Galvis et al. 2017; Hamaguchi et al. 2016;
Hille 2001), where Q10 refers to the ratio of change in time constant
over 10°C change in temperature. In the previous model, gaps
stretched less than syllables because they contain passes through the
recurrent network (Galvis et al. 2017). Here we can use the expressions above to see why this is the case. From Eq. A1, the syllable
lengths are stretched by HVC cooling to a length of
Lsyl共⌬T兲 ⫽ Q10共⌬T兲␦共nsyl ⫺ 1兲

(A6)

if a syllable has only one segment (does not switch dominance). If the
syllable does switch dominance, then there is an unstretched portion
of the syllable due to four connections through the recurrent network.
This gives the expression
Lsyl共⌬T兲 ⫽ Q10共⌬T兲␦关nsyl ⫺ 1 ⫺ 4共c ⫺ 1兲兴 ⫹ 4␦共c ⫺ 1兲 (A7)
where c is the total number of syllable segments. Note that if c ⫽ 1 we
get the original expression.
Similarly, the gap length is described by
Lgap共⌬T兲 ⫽ Q10共⌬T兲␦共ngap ⫺ 1兲 ⫹ 8␦

(A8)

so the syllable length has a component 4␦(c ⫺ 1) that is unaffected by
HVC cooling, whereas the gap length has a component 8␦ that is
unaffected. Unless there are c ⫽ 3 or more segments in a syllable,
more of the unstretched portion of the song occurs during gaps
because 4␦(c ⫺ 1) ⬍ 8␦. Furthermore, gaps are less than half as long
as syllables, which implies that the percent stretch of gaps will be less
than syllables even if c ⫽ 3. By dividing the unstretched portion of
gaps and syllables by the full lengths of gaps and syllables, respectively, we arrive at an inequality relating the necessary condition for
4␦共c⫺1兲
8␦
gaps to stretch less than syllables
. Using
⬍
␦共nsyl⫺1兲
␦共ngap⫺1兲⫹8␦
the average values for nsyl and ngap (␦ cancels), we find that as long
as c ⬍ 6, gaps will stretch less than syllables. The motif length is
described by
Lmotif共⌬T兲 ⫽ Q10共⌬T兲␦关ntot ⫺ 2S ⫺ 4(ctot ⫺ S兲] ⫹ 4共ctot ⫺ S兲
⫹ 8␦S (A9)
where ctot is the sum of segments in all syllables. The expressions
above are valid when HVC is bilaterally cooled to the same degree in
both hemispheres. With unilateral cooling, only the gaps and segments that are dominant on the cooled hemisphere are stretched.
Hamaguchi et al. (2016) found that the Q10 for song motifs was
Q10-song ⬇ 1.25, which implies that ⌬T ⫽ ⫺10°C should result in an
~25% motif stretch. We used this as a constraint to find the remaining
free parameter, Q10-␦:
Lmotif共⫺10 ° C兲 ⫽ 1.25Lmotif共0 ° C兲
where the average values for ctot, ntot, and S were used in Eq. A9. We
found that Q10-␦ ⫽ 1.37. The difference between the Q10 value for
delay of HVC chains and the smaller Q10 value for song reflects the
portions of song that are not stretched.
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